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1. Tick (√) the correct statement and cross (x) the wrong one.                      36  

 

1. Microphone helps you hear music and sounds. 

 

 

2. UPS plays your CD. 

 

 

3. We can wear speakers on our ears. 

 

 

4. Computer helps us to play football.  

 

5. We cannot watch cartoon movies on the computer. 

 

 

6. We cannot write on computer with pen or pencil. 

 

 

7. A keyboard has not more than 50 keys on it. 

 

 

8. Enter key is the longest. Key on the keyboard. 

 

 

9. Clicking means to move the mouse while keeping its 

left button pressed. 

 

 

 

 

2. Read the clues and complete the names of the computer parts.                      18 

i) I help you print your computer work on paper. P __I__T__R 

ii) I help you put pictures, from paper into the computer. S__ __ N__ER 

iii) You use me to play games on the computer. J__YS__ __CK 

iv) I let you hear sounds from the computer.  S__EA___ER 

v) I keep the computer on when electricity goes OFF.    U_____ 

vi) I play your CDs.    C___ D R ___ ___ E 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct word from the brackets.                     36 

i) _________(printer/scanner) puts pictures from paper into the computer. 

ii) We can use a computer to make _________ calls. (greeting/telephone) 

iii) The computer helps us to solve ______________.(drawings/ sums) 

iv) We can listen to the ___________ on the computer. (messages/music) 

v) The computer helps us to play the _____________. (games/colours) 

vi) To type on the computer we need a _____________.(key board/key) 

vii) The mouse has two buttons – left button and ________ button.(right/fit) 

viii) Mouse is kept on a mouse _________________ . (pad/board) 

ix) The small arrow on the computer screen is called the mouse ______. 

(pad/pointer) 

4. Write the full forms.                             10 

i) CPU  -______________________________________________ 

ii) MU  -______________________________________________ 

iii) CD  -______________________________________________ 

iv) ROM  -______________________________________________ 

v) RAM  -______________________________________________ 

 

 

 
 

 

 


